In the present paper we introduce a full and closed system of atomic kinetic equations on fractions of atomic energy levels {P γJ } taking into account the effect of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics. The system of equations that we present is deduced from a full quantum multi-atomic states {| γJM >} density matrix master equation. The analytical derivation of this atomic kinetic system of equations is based on the introduction of a new hierarchy chain of equations involving a new set of statistical atomic variables. The final system of atomic kinetic equations is obtained by introducing relation de fermeture to truncate the hierarchy chain of equations. We show that the final system of equations contains a new plasma ions electric microfield dependent atomic rates related to the process of mixing dynamics of atomic energy states. The analytical expression of this rate is given in this paper. We discuss the importance of the present analysis in view of the radiation emission originating from dense plasmas created by the interaction of the X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL's) with solid density matter.
Introduction XFEL's interaction with a solid state matter: creation of warm dense matter and strongly coupled plasmas
In the past few years, X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL's) (installations: LCLS 2011 , XFEL 2011 , SACLA XFEL 2011 offer for the first time to the scientific community the opportunity to study new regimes of matter [Rosmej, 2007 , Rosmej, 2012 . The XFEL's has an outstanding properties: 10 12 photons per pulse, photon energy in the XUV or X-ray range, short pulse duration of order of 10 − 100 fs, high repetition frequency (10 − 120 Hz). These parameters has initiated an interest in different area of research: planetary science, astrophysics, inertial-confinement fusion, high-energy density physics, and the study of exotic states of matter never created in laboratories so far.
Because the critical density of the XFEL's is larger than the solid density, the absorption of the radiation energy of the laser is homogeneous and proceeds into the volume of the solid. This occurs on a short time scale when the matter is in its solid-state density allowing isochoric heating of the solid. The energy and intensity (of order of 10 +16 W/cm 2 ) of the XFEL's may induces the intern shell photoionization of most atoms of the crystal and because the pulse duration of the XFEL's is of the order of the autoionization rate, hollow ions are formed and the solid can be transformed into an exotic state of matter: a hollow crystal [Rosmej, 2012 , Galtier et al., 2011 . The mechanisms of evolution of the hollow crystal to warm dense matter to strongly coupled plasma are not well understood.
X-ray emission originating from autoionizing atomic states and hollow ion configurations: time-resolved emission
Nevertheless the spectroscopic methods give some way for the study of dense plasma regimes. This is based on the properties of the XFEL's itself, namely the creation of multi-excited states and hollow ion configurations by direct photoionization of the K and L atomic shells, as the energy per photon that constitutes the XFEL's allows the ionization of the internal shells of atoms (ex: K and L) [Rosmej, 1997] . These configurations are created principally in the dense plasma regime during the laser heating of matter. The autoionizing configurations (and their corresponding spectral emission) are characterized by a very short lifetimes of about 1 − 10 fs due to high autoionization rates (Γ ≈ 10 +13 − 10 +16 s −1 ). The short lifetime leads likewise to an intrinsic time resolution for the corresponding dielectronic satellite emission. The high intensity of the XFEL's laser causes high number of photoionization events of the internal atomic shells and high population of multi-excited states and hollow ion configurations. That is why the development of new spectroscopic methods based on the multi-excited and hollow ions atomic configurations is enormously advantageous for the study of the coupled plasma regimes.
In dense plasma regimes, the formalism of atomic density matrix was proposed [Aouad et al., 2017 for the calculation of the atomic spectroscopic properties of autoionizing configurations in dense plasmas, i.e. warm dense matter and strongly coupled plasmas. This is motivated by the importance of taking into account the effect of plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics of atomic energy states in the calculation of the atomic populations of autoionizing configurations as well as the spectral line shapes associated to the radiation originating from these configurations in the frame of the standard methods. This is due to the fact that for autoionizing configurations, electron densities justifying the statistical approach exceed solid density bringing serious doubts to the statistical approach even in dense plasmas. Because autoionizing configurations are characterized by a high autoionization rates [Rosmej, 2012] . Therefore, local thermodynamical equilibrium populations can only be achieved for electron densities above solid density and non local thermodynamical equilibrium populations have to be considered for almost all parameters of practical interest. But, at high densities the effect of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics has to be taken into account in the calculation of the atomic populations by the use of the density matrix kinetics model instead of the standard collisional-radiative one.
However in numerical calculations for many levels system, the rank of the system of equations on matrix elements of the density matrix operator is very large and even more complicated than the standard collisionnal-radiative model that is already prohibitive for numerical calculations [Aouad et al., 2017] . For the density matrix formalism, the difficulty arises firstly from the fact that the set of atomic quantum states {| γJM >} is used instead of atomic energy levels {γJ} and secondly from the nature of the density matrix formalism that introduces coherences (non-diagonal matrix elements) in addition to populations (diagonal matrix elements). The situation is more complicated when the autoionizing atomic configurations are considered in the calculation. These configurations leads to a huge number of atomic energy levels of different γJ terms as they have an open atomic sub-shells and various coupling schemes of the momentums of the bound electrons have to be implemented.
Therefor; in order to perform real simulations taking into account the plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics effect on autoionizing configurations, a full and closed system of equations on fractions {P γJ } of atomic energy levels only has to be derived. In the present paper, we present the general theory that leads to this system of equations. The final result is independent from all non-diagonal matrix elements and it includes only usual fractions of atomic energy levels. A new plasma ions electric microfield dependent atomic rate is introduced and it is related to the process of mixing dynamics of atomic energy states.
Plasma ions electric microfield dependent atomic kinetics: density matrix kinetic equation in dense plasmas
The effect of the plasma on the atomic kinetics concerns both, the non dissipative Hamiltonian mixing of the atomic levels by the quasi-static ion electric microfield and the dissipative time evolution part induced by the multiple atomic processes in the plasma [Aouad et al., 2017 . The later part is often introduced in the frame of the collisional-radiative kinetics model where in the density matrix case the difference is given by the relaxation of the non-diagonal density matrix elements also called coherences. By denoting the set {| γJM >} of unperturbed atomic states (J total kinetic moment, M the quantized z-component of the total kinetic moment and γ additional quantum numbers) that are eigenstates of the unperturbed emitting ion HamiltonianĤ 0 corresponding to the set {E γJM } of energy eigenvalues, such that:
The matrix elements representation of the density operator ρ for the two unperturbed atomic states
The time evolution master equation of ρ [Aouad et al., 2017] :
where is the reduced Planck constant and the first term of the right hand side of Eq.3 includesĤ 0 the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the emitting ion Eq.1,V the interaction of the emitting ion with the static electric microfield E of the surrounding ions in the dipole approximation. More precisely, the use of the static approximation is justified by the fact that the relaxation time of the density matrix elements is smaller than the inverse plasma frequency associated to the ions. Denoting the dipole atomic moment of the emitting ion d, the interaction potential energyV is given by:
The second term in right hand-side of Eq.3 contains the matrix elements of the interaction operatorV ( E) Eq.4. By representing the electric field in the z-direction axis and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the non-diagonal matrix elements ofV ( E) write:
where e is the electric charge of the electron, a 0 is the Bohr radius, E is the amplitude of the plasma ions electric microfield, the expression in brackets (...) is the 3-j symbol and < γJ || P (1) || γ ′ J ′ > is the reduced matrix elements of the dipole moment P
(1) of the emitter in units of ea 0 . The properties of the 3-j symbol lead to the selection rule M = M ′ (J, 1 and J ′ obey the triangle relations for non-vanishing 3-j symbol,
). The dissipative part in Eq.3 is expressed in terms of the standard transition rates W
and it involves all collisionnal and radiative relaxation processes that populate and depopulate elements of the density matrix, i.e., spontaneous emission rate A and autoionization rate Γ, collisionnal relaxation between atomic states that are mixed by the electric microfield E of ions and so on:
It is to note that the solution density matrix of Eq.3 is field dependent:
If one is interested by the calculation of the atomic population of the atomic state | γJM >, the final result must be averaged over the stationary plasma ions electric microfield distribution function Q( E):
However, the calculation of the spectral lines shape uses the field dependent density matrix ρ( E) before the field average procedure [Aouad et al., 2017] .
Atomic density matrix relationship to populations of atomic energy levels {γJ}
The use of the density matrix kinetics Eq.3 leads to some difficulties. The first one is related to the increasing of the rank of the system of equations due to the presence of the non-diagonal density matrix elements (coherences). The second difficulty is related to the projection procedure into matrix elements that is based on atomic quantum states | γJM > instead of atomic energy levels γJ. The number of atomic energy levels to be introduced for plasma spectroscopy simulations is very huge and different methods was introduced to decrease this number by using configurations (C) and superconfigurations (SC) instead of detailed energy levels γJ accounting. From this point of view, in order to use the density matrix system of equations Eq.3 in plasma spectroscopy it is necessary to rewrite it in terms of equations on energy levels γJ to reduce the system by removing the M dependence. The procedure of reduction is based on summing equations of type Eq.3.
In this section we relate diagonal density matrix elements to populations N γJ of atomic energy levels γJ by a sum procedure. From the physical point of view, this is motivated by the fact that for the calculation of spectroscopic observables, the atomic populations N γJ are used and the detail accounting of populations N γJM of atomic quantum states is not needed, where:
From a technical point of view, this is a first step for the reduction of the rank of the system of equations Eq.3 leading to a more convenient system of equations for numerical calculations. Firstly, we discuss the limiting case where the plasma ions electric microfield vanishes such that E = 0 in Eq.3 and then the general equations are given in the case E = 0.
Absence of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing: case where E = 0
In the absence of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing, the atomic density matrix system of equations in the atomic quantum states basis {| γJM >} writes:
It is to note that the energies E γJM are M independent by the degeneracy of atomic quantum states:
Thus, from Eq.10, the diagonal matrix elements of the atomic density matrix are solutions of a pure standard collisional-radiative model:
and the time dependent solution of the non-diagonal density matrix elements (coherences,
which, from Eq.13, tends to zero in the permanent regime (the stationary solution):
Thermodynamic equilibrium limit
In the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, the stationary solution of the atomic density matrix kinetic equations reads:
Tr(e −βĤ0 )
where β = 1/(k B T e ), k B is the Boltzmann constant and T e is the electronic temperature. This solution Eq.15 is purely diagonal in the unperturbed atomic quantum states basis representation | γJM >:
where g γJ is the statistical weight associated to the atomic energy level γJ:
Eq.16 leads to an interpretation of the diagonal elements of the atomic density matrix as the fractions {P γJM } of the atomic populations associated to the set of atomic quantum states {| γJM >}. By denoting N tot the total number of ions, P γJM is given by:
and, from Eqs.9, 18 one deduces the fraction P γJ associated to the population of the atomic energy level γJ:
which leads, in the thermodynamic equilibrium limit Eqs.16, 19, to:
Hereafter equations on the usual atomic energy levels fractions {P γJ } are derived. The essential thinks is that in the present context the influence of the plasma ions electric microfield is considered as well as the standard collisional-radiative processes in the plasma.
Reduction of the rank of the atomic density matrix system of equations: equations on atomic energy levels fractions {P γJ } in dense plasmas
From Eqs.3,19, the fraction P γJ of the atomic energy level γJ obeys to the following equation:
and by using Eq.5, Eq.21 leads to:
In Eq.22, we have introduced a set atomic statistical variables:
and the transition rate W γJ, γ ′′ J ′′ from the atomic energy level γJ to the atomic energy level γ ′′ J ′′ is given by:
For practical calculations, the rates W γJ, γ ′′ J ′′ Eq.24 are calculated by introducing the statistical weighted average in the sum:
Eqs.22,23 show that the atomic population fraction P γJ of the the energy level γJ is not depending on the detailed non-diagonal elements accounting for the quantum number M . It depends only on a 3-j weighted sum of them Eq.23. In order to close the system of equations Eq.22, we introduce equations on variables P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ Eq.23. So, we proceed as follows:
then from Eqs.3,26, we get:
where, we have introduced a second set of atomic statistical variables P J11, 00
The collisional-radiative relaxation terms W γJ, γ ′′ J ′′ of P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ in Eq.27 are calculated as in Eq.25. From Eq.27, it is shown that the sum Eq.26 leads to the introduction of new variables P J11, 00 γ ′′ J ′′ , γ ′ J ′ Eq.28 which involves a multiplication of two 3-j ( (3-j) × (3-j)) symbols instead of one as in the definition of variables P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ Eq.23 ( (3-j) ). The introduction of equations on variables P J11, 00 γ ′′ J ′′ , γ ′ J ′ will involve new variables that are linear combinations of terms involving an increasing number of 3-j symbols in their respectives factors ( (3-j) × (3-j) × (3-j) ). This is a hierarchy chain of equations on variables that are series expansions involving more and more 3-j symbols in coefficients. Hereafter in section 5 5.1 we give a formula to close the system of equations by introducing a procedure allowing the truncation of the hierarchy.
Physical interpretation of the new variables P
In the following we show that the new variables P 1, 0 γ ′ J ′ , γJ are related to one of components of the so-called state multipole or statistical tensor of rank 1:
Then from Eqs.23,31, we find that the new variables P
10 by:
From a physical point of view P 
General discussion for numerical applications in real simulations of atomic kinetics in dense plasmas
At this step we have introduced a hierarchy chain of equations. Starting with equations on fractions of atomic populations {P γJ } Eq.19, a new set of variables is introduced {P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ } Eq.23 and so on and so forth. But in practice for numerical calculations, one has to truncate the hierarchy chain of equations. In the following, we truncate the hierarchy chain of equations at the level of the set of variables {P J11, 00 γJ, γ ′ J ′ } Eq.28.
Truncation of the hierarchy chain of equations: evaluation of variables
The analysis of equation Eq.27 on variables P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ shows that the variables P J11, 00 γJ, γ ′ J ′ enter this equation in two different contributions. The first is into the second term in Eq.27 which is proportional to the difference (P J11, 00
γJ, γJ ) which involves only diagonal matrix elements of the atomic density matrix in the basis of the set of atomic states {| γJM >} due to the selection rules imposed by the 3-j symbols in Eq.28. We call this contribution: first kind contribution. And secondly into the third and the forth terms in Eq.27 that are sums of terms proportionals to P J11, 00
, these terms involve only non-diagonal elements of the atomic density matrix in the basis of the set of atomic states {| γJM >} that are indirect on the evolution of P
We call this contribution: second kind contribution.
To truncate the hierarchy chain of equations, in Eq.27 we take into account only the first kind contribution and we neglect the second kind contribution. The first kind contribution is expressed in terms of fractions of atomic energy levels {P γJ } and is evaluated as follows:
where in Eq.34, g γJ is the statistical weight of the energy level γJ and the coefficients C J11, 00 γ ′ J ′ are purely numerical values expressed in terms of sums involving 3-j symbols and are given by:
The general idea of this truncation procedure in the evaluation of the set of variables {P
J11, 00
γJ, γ ′ J ′ } is motivated by a thermodynamic-like relation de fermeture of the distribution of atomic states γJM inside the atomic energy level γJ. As in Eq.15, the density operator in the thermodynamic limit is purely diagonal so that we considered a statistical distribution of γJM inside the atomic energy level γJ in the evaluation of the first kind contribution and a vanishing second kind contribution as it involves only indirect non-diagonal elements of the atomic density matrix (indirect regarding to the γJ ↔ γ ′ J ′ connection).
Thus, under this relation de fermeture the equation Eq.27 on the variable P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ Eq.23 and taking into account Eq.34 leads to:
Thus a closed system of equations is obtained by combining Eq.22 and Eq.36 coupling the set of variables
In the next section, we show that a stationary version of this closed system of equations leads to a system of equations involving only fractions of atomic energy levels {P γJ }. This reduce considerably the rank of the initial system and is very practical for numerical simulations that take into account the dynamics of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing effect.
6 Stationary system of kinetic equations on fractions of atomic energy levels {P γJ } in dense plasmas: plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics effect
The stationary solution of Eq.36 leads to an analytical expression of the set of variables {P 1, 0 γJ, γ ′ J ′ } in terms of the set of atomic fractions {P γJ } of atomic energy levels. This analytical solution writes:
where in Eq.37, the term T γJ,γ ′ J ′ is given by:
By inserting the analytical solution Eq.37 into the stationary version of the system of equations on fractions of atomic populations {P γJ } of atomic energy levels {γJ}, we get: 
The system of equations Eq.39 is a full and closed system of equations on fractions {P γJ } of atomic energy levels γJ. This system of equations take into account a new rates that introduce the effect of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics of atomic energy levels.
Summary
In this paper we have proposed a full and closed system of atomic kinetic equations on fractions of atomic energy levels {P γJ } taking into account the effect of the plasma ions electric microfield mixing dynamics. This system of equations contains a new plasma ions electric microfield dependent atomic rates related to the process of mixing dynamics of atomic energy states. The analytical expression of this rate is given in this paper. We discussed the importance of the present analysis in view of the radiation emission originating from dense plasmas created by the interaction of the X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL's) with solid density matter. This new system of atomic kinetic equations could allow studying the influence of the correlations between ions on the atomic populations in the warm dense matter (WDM) and the strongly coupled plasmas (DSCP).
